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INTRODUCTION

This article analyzes policing practices that result in the mistreatment of citizens and immigrants of color in Arizona and argues that discriminatory and discretionary policing, by both formal and informal means, connects citizenship rights to race. The article begins with an overview of racial profiling and by reviewing the conceptual frameworks primarily applied to the Black experience in the U.S. and demonstrate the usefulness of those frameworks in analyzing the experience of Latinos in the U.S. Next, the article identifies law enforcement racial profiling practices and examines the relationship between those practices and other discretionary powers used by law enforcement to deny Latinos the same treatment as white citizens or white immigrants. Then, drawing on newspaper accounts, law enforcement reports, human and civil rights reports, and lawsuits filed against Maricopa County, the article discusses the risk that citizens and immigrants of color face as a result of racial profiling in immigration law enforcement. This section focuses on narratives from Melendres v. Arpaio and a similar care involving Velia Meraz and her brother Manuel Nieto. I also analyze tactics used during the two-day raid in the town of Guadalupe, Arizona. The article concludes with a discussion of the consequences of denying civil and human rights to Latinos.

HISTORY OF RACE/ETHNICITY AND DISPARATE TREATMENT FROM U.S. AUTHORITIES

One of the first studies completed on racial profiling highlights the seriousness of the problem. John Lamberth’s study which focused on the New Jersey turnpike provided statistical evidence that “Driving While Black” (DWB) meant receiving disparate treatment by race in the criminal justice system. Numerous studies researching the presence of racial profiling have repeatedly found that the proportion of minorities stopped for traffic violations does not correspond to the rate of minorities arrested for carrying contraband or having outstanding warrants. As David Harris points out, “[t]he
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rate at which officers uncover contraband in stops and searches is not higher for blacks than for whites . . . the hit rate for drugs and weapons in police searches of African Americans in the same as or lower than the rate for whites. Comparisons between Latinos and whites yield even more surprising results; police catch criminals among Latinos at far lower rates than most whites.”

The growing concern over the use of racial profiling as a policing practice in the late 1990s resulted in numerous state legislatures mandating data collection, and in some cases, legislatures developed laws prohibiting law enforcement from using racial profiling.6 Research points to the correlation between the discretionary use of racial profiling and an abuse of other discretionary practices such as traffic stops for minor offences, search and seizure, stop and frisk, interrogations, detentions, and arrests. Since 1967, stops and frisks resulting from racial profiling have been identified as the cause of most police and minority group conflict.7 Several national conferences focusing on racial profiling have been held by the Department of Justice to address effective police practices and improve police and community relations.8 There is a continued call for data collection on traffic stops to measure racial profiling, improve benchmarks for analyzing data, and make findings available to the public.9 In response to the problem of police and community relations, particularly regarding racial profiling, the Department of Justice (DOJ) hosted a conference in 1999 on “Strengthening Police-Community Relations.” Another related DOJ conference specifically addressing racial profiling was held a year later; “Traffic Stops and Data Collection: Analyzing and Using the Data.” Racial profiling continued to be a hot topic the following decade10 and generated numerous studies presented at the conference, “Racial Profiling in the 21st Century: Implications for Racial Justice.”11

Unfortunately, the problem of racial profiling still remains. In its 2004 report, “Threat and Humiliation: Racial Profiling, National Security, and Human Rights in the United States,”12 Amnesty International reported that only 29 states have passed laws addressing the use of racial profiling in law enforcement. However, racial profiling
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remains a serious problem due to the lack of state and federal coverage and consistency. For example:

Forty-six states do not ban racial profiling based on religion or religious appearance. Thirty-five states do not ban racial profiling of pedestrians (and the majority of the fifteen states that do, use a definition of racial profiling that make the ban virtually unenforceable in most circumstances). The scope of Tennessee's current racial profiling law is so limited that it only pertains to the conditions under which fingerprint records are obtained. In June 2003, the Department of Justice issued its Guidance Regarding the Use of Race by Federal Law Enforcement Agencies forbidding racial profiling by federal law enforcement officials. Yet, the guidance does not cover profiling based on religion, religious appearance, or national origin; does not apply to state or local law enforcement agencies; does not include any enforcement mechanisms; does not specify punishment for violating officers/agencies; and contains a blanket exception for ‘national security’ and ‘border integrity’ cases.13

RACE/ETHNICITY AND DISPARATE TREATMENT IN IMMIGRATION LAWS AND ENFORCEMENT

In order to highlight the racial conflict and ethnic nationalism, a growing number of immigration scholars describe the current global migration as a form of apartheid.14 Predominately white and wealthy countries perceive poorer migrants, particularly from Africa, Central and South American, Asia and the Middle East, as threats to their economic and national security.15 The “regime of identification”16 or the construction of numerous bureaucracies employed by these wealthier countries requires valid identification for driving, access to lodging, education, health care and freedom of movement. The way these countries restrict access to such identification is closely characteristic of South African apartheid.17 Rather than destroying the existence of apartheid in the world, scholars argue that we have created global apartheid regulating the
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labor and political rights of immigrants of color.  

The trend of racial immigration policies is not new in the United States. The connection between race and citizenship in the U.S. was established long ago by laws limiting or restraining the immigration and opportunity of persons of color. These laws were bolstered by the institutionalization of mechanisms for “White” persons to gain unearned privileges. Beyond the laws themselves, the judiciary has also played a role in discriminating against persons of color in immigration cases.

Some of the most egregious examples of the legal social exclusion of immigrants of color were the Chinese exclusion laws, the Gentleman’s Agreement between the U.S. and Japan, the decision in United States v. Thind, the 1924 national origins quota system, and the Immigration Act of 1965.

Immigrant law enforcement is similarly focused on people of color. This focus is evidenced by militarized campaigns along the border, such as Operation Wetback, Operation Blockade, Operation Hold the Line and Operation Gatekeeper. These immigration law enforcement operations place immigrants and citizens of Mexican ancestry, in harm’s way while other people residing in the U.S. are allowed to stay out of danger. In United States v. Brignoni-Ponce, the Supreme Court held that the Fourth Amendment allows law enforcement officers (1) to use “Mexican appearance” as “a legitimate consideration under the Fourth Amendment for making an immigration stop” and (2) to question persons about their citizenship and immigration status as long as the racial profiling is not the sole factor. In United States v. Martinez-Fuerte (1976), the Supreme Court found that the Fourth Amendment was not violated when the Border
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Patrol routinely stopped vehicles at checkpoints without identifying probable cause.\textsuperscript{30} Both these decisions embolden immigration law enforcement officers to focus on people of color and are examples of formal legal constructs or macro-aggressions that subordinate the citizenship status of Mexican Americans.\textsuperscript{31}

Repressive and restrictive policies passed over the last decades in the U.S. assure that migrants crossing the Mexican border into the U.S. have more difficulty doing so legally.\textsuperscript{32} Even when migrants are successful in legally crossing, they are unlikely to experience the same opportunities and treatment as their European counterparts.\textsuperscript{33} Forced into a “social space of ‘illegality,’” migrants face “forced invisibility, exclusion, subjugation, and suppression.”\textsuperscript{34} For those migrants of color from Mexico, Central, and South America who are not fortunate enough to cross legally, they must face life-threatening crossings in one of the most desolate deserts in the world.\textsuperscript{35}

Unlike the Canadian or coastal water borders, the militarization of the Mexican border is unique and unprecedented in our history.\textsuperscript{36} Even after crossing the border, immigrants of color face dangers from U.S. immigration law enforcement practices in ways that white unauthorized immigrants do not.\textsuperscript{37} Consequently, immigrants of color remain a vulnerable work force willing to work for lower wages, without benefits, and in unsafe working conditions.\textsuperscript{38}

Immigration legislation and law enforcement make distinctions between full citizenship rights granted to Whites and the limited rights for non-whites.\textsuperscript{39} Kevin
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\textsuperscript{31} See Whren v. United States, 517 U.S. 806, 818 (1996) (the Court holds that an observation of a violation of the traffic code by a police officer established probable cause to stop and search the vehicle). In addition, I would argue that the Whren decision to include any traffic offense as a legally sanctioned stop and search, also serves to subordinate the citizenship status of persons of color, particularly the poor and lower-middle class since they are mostly likely to be stopped for minor traffic violations.
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Johnson explains that “the differential treatment of citizens and noncitizens serves as a ‘magic mirror’” and “the harsh treatment of noncitizens reveals just how this society views citizens of color.” Robert Chang notes that the “[e]xamination of the immigrant allows us to observe the dynamics of racial formation as immigrants enter the political/cultural/legal space of the United States and ‘become’ differentially racialized as Asian American, Black, Latina/Latino, and White.” Like other Critical Race Theory scholars, Johnson and Chang have demonstrated the embedment of racial inequality and the privileges of whiteness in the overall legal process. Laws appearing race neutral become race-based through law enforcement practices.

Critical criminologists who examine injustice in the legal system have examined the erosion of rights under the Fourth and Fourteenth Amendments. Micro and macro-aggressions are useful constructs in classifying the practices used by police. Micro and macro-aggressions are the everyday and persistent affronts that citizens of color experience and are constant reminders of their subordinate citizenship status. Rather than micro-aggressions, Georges-Abeyie describes “the discriminatory and discretionary actions of police officers during the informal stages, such as pre-arrest,” as “petit apartheid.” Building on Georges-Abeyie’s conceptualization of “petit apartheid,” Dragan Milovanovic and Katheryn K. Russell created a typology of discriminatory practices ranging from covert or informal to overt and formal practices. Their construct developed a continuum of petit apartheid practices that include everything from non-verbal to verbal (both official and unofficial) practices to overt actions. The framework is useful in analyzing the wide range of discretionary power used in immigration law enforcement and the range of verbal and non-verbal actions accompanying racial profiling. Acknowledging the micro and macro-aggressions involved in racial profiling is crucial in understanding its function to subordinate citizens of color. Framing immigration law enforcement in a typology of petit apartheid reinforces the sobering reality that race and citizenship are inextricably linked.

**MCSO IMMIGRATION PRACTICES**

Clearly it was racial profiling because they were targeting corn vendors who fit a certain profile, and not the hot dog vendors, for example. Corn vendors are from South America. They’re mostly Mexican; some are from Honduras or El Salvador. The officers would
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just surround them in their police cars, start questioning them and then just round them up in handcuffs for operating without a license. Most of the people who were rounded up ended up being deported, but there were a few who were U.S. citizens, who were also arrested.49

This description of a raid in the Maryvale area of West Phoenix characterizes the highly selective policing of Latinos in Maricopa County, Arizona. The raid, led by the Maricopa County Sheriff’s Office [hereinafter MCSO] exclusively targeted Latino-owned businesses for lacking vendor permits and selling contaminated food. During another raid that lasted nine days and covered the Wickenburg, Cave Creek, and downtown Phoenix areas, MCSO exclusively stopped drivers of Latino descent and raided businesses popular with Latino shoppers.50 MCSO claimed that the county-wide raids were “crime suppression sweeps” geared at eliminating criminal immigrants from the community. The head of MCSO, Sheriff Joe Arpaio, insisted that his department’s law enforcement practices did not include racial profiling.51 In response to the growing public criticism that the MCSO sweeps were only executed in areas with large number of Latino residents, Sheriff Arpaio included his own neighborhood, Fountain Hills, in one of the raids.52 However, this publicity stunt has not inhibited MCSO from selectively stopping people who appear to be of Mexican ancestry and only served to enhance the public view that non-citizenship status and criminality are inscribed on brown bodies.53 Furthermore, by establishing a phone hotline for residents to call and report undocumented immigrants and criminals engaged in trafficking, Sheriff Arpaio has essentially encouraged average citizens to racially profile their neighbors.54 The creation of the hotline presumes that laypeople are knowledgeable of immigration law, able to identify types of immigration statuses, and can recognize human trafficking.55 Arpaio has even advertised his call to action in bold red lettering on his fleet of Ford Econoline vans that appear at the command centers during raids: “HELP SHERIFF JOE ARPAIO FIGHT ILLEGAL IMMIGRATION & TRAFFICKING CALL 602.876.4145 WITH

49. AMERICAN CIVIL LIBERTIES UNION OF ARIZONA, DRIVING WHILE BLACK OR BROWN: AN ANALYSIS OF RACIAL PROFILING IN ARIZONA 17 (April 2008).
55. Id.
TIPS ON ILLEGAL ALIENS.”

While Arizona has recently become ground zero in the national immigration debate, federal law enforcement needs to acknowledge the environment created for Sheriff Arpaio’s success in profiling immigrants as criminals. For instance, a September 24, 2010 news release stated that:

ICE's Fugitive Operations Teams (FOTs) give top priority to cases involving aliens who pose a threat to national security and public safety, including members of transnational street gangs and child sex offenders. . . . ICE's Fugitive Operations Program is just one facet of the Department of Homeland Security's broader strategy to heighten the federal government's effectiveness at identifying and removing dangerous criminal aliens from the United States.

However, a close look at immigrants arrested in MCSO crime sweeps indicate that not all the immigrants arrested had a criminal record. Furthermore, the information in MCSO’s press releases do not provide details identifying the seriousness of prior criminal convictions but rather suggests the arrests follow the FOT’s priority of dangerous criminal aliens. Referring to his immigration raids as crime suppression sweeps, Sheriff Apario reinforced the notion that there is an eminent threat of criminals posed by among immigrant populations. ICE has provided Apario extensive latitude in immigration law

60. See Roxanne Lynn Doty, The Law into Their Own Hands: Immigration and the Politics of Exceptionalism 102 (2009); Daniel Gonzalez, Arpaio Keeps Heat on Migrants, The Arizona Republic, Oct. 17, 2007, at A1 (By July 2007, MCSO "advertised the hotline on 24 billboards and also on department owned trucks."); Judi Villa & Yvonne Wingett, Sheriff Unveils Migrant Hotline, The Arizona Republic, July 21, 2007, at B1 (Muzaffar Christy, the director of the Migration Policy Institute’s Office at New York University School of Law, summed up the problem with the hotline as follows: “It makes every citizen, by proxy, an immigration cop. . . . This hard-line (plan) is a direct line on vigilantism.”).


64. See Press Release, Maricopa County Sheriff’s Office, Sheriff Will Conduct Another Crime Suppression Operation in Phoenix Prior to May 1st, (Apr. 13, 2010) available at http://docs.google.com/viewer?a=v&q=cache:INkz44V98LcJ:www.mcso.org/include/pr_pdf/April%252013%2520load %2520Releasepdf%3e%2fapril%2fmcso%2fload%2fnews%2frelease%2fillegal%2resarrested%2fhl,en%3agl%3aus%3 epid%3bl&srcid=ADGEESjTehxpx8y1V83m8fomoxQl4oHR_Mo74mH3SNyqOpVuzFB6h2KxgvyStcPSyDIDMOKdCBsVYexVKS WbMiMRRYq7NWdMcF+FjuqVqB_Vkkxve017ulw-BdwM16L77S8%3&simg=AHIEbTy66P4BaLN5DuEu- P9dJIDPaAGM (because MCSO uses the smuggling law to charge immigrants as being involved in their own smuggling, these numbers are questionable).

enforcement in signing a 287(g) agreement with MCSO. Although 287(g) was added to the Illegal Immigration Reform and Immigrant Responsibility Act of 1996, ICE did not begin establishing partnerships with local law enforcement officers to engage in immigration law enforcement.

Citing from an ICE Fact Sheet:

The 287(g) program is designed to enable state and local law enforcement personnel, incidental to a lawful arrest and during the curse of their normal duties, to question and detain individuals for potential removal from the United States, if these individuals are identified as undocumented illegal aliens and they are suspected of committing a state crime.

The conditions of the 287(g) contract stipulate that the program is not aimed at “day labor activities” and that the police have authority to use the 287(g) “when people are taken into custody as a result of violating state or local criminal law,” which is “more than a traffic offense.”

Using the new partnership programs with ICE, Sheriff Joe Arpaio turned his attention to immigration law enforcement. The partnership granted Maricopa County “the most robust 287(g) contract in the country” and opened the door to racial profiling through the abuse of discretionary power. The potential for MCSO to use this contract to racially profile should have been apparent when ICE granted the contract because at that time, Sheriff Arpaio was already known for violating civil and human rights. While ICE emphasizes that a working partnership local law enforcement provides the “latitude to pursue investigations relating to violent crimes, human smuggling, gang/organized crime activity, sexual-related offenses, narcotics smuggling and money laundering,” MCSO uses its partnership with ICE to arrest Latinos for nothing more
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than being employed without authorized documentation.\textsuperscript{71} MCSO’s use of pretextual traffic violations, rather than detective work, to initiate contact with suspected undocumented aliens highlights the racial profiling used under Arpaio’s management.\textsuperscript{72} While each operation or raid is followed by an MCSO press release announcing the number of persons arrested, the number of Latinos stopped, detained, frisked, searched, and released is never revealed. MCSO also withholds the number of persons arrested in the raids with prior arrest records or outstanding warrants. Because of this lack of information, residents assume these arrests lead to safer communities because dangerous criminals were arrested.\textsuperscript{73} Contrary to this assumption, former Mesa Police Chief George Gascon argues that the way MCSO conducts sweeps actually creates a potential for violence.\textsuperscript{74} Other local police chiefs and politicians are also critical of MCSO tactics and claim that Sheriff Arpaio has created a sanctuary city for hardened criminals since serious crime is not investigated and warrants are not served.\textsuperscript{75} Instead of targeting these most dangerous criminals, MCSO expends an enormous amount of equipment and staff to arrest landscapers and daylaborers.\textsuperscript{76} These criticisms that point to unprofessional police practices and departmental waste are supported when MCSO police records are compared to records of other law enforcement offices in the Arizona. Sheriff Arpaio’s arrest record has fallen below that of Phoenix Police Chief Jack Harris or Mesa Police Chief George Gascon, both of whom use “routine policing operations “ and follow “well-formulated city policies, state and federal laws.”\textsuperscript{77}

**MCSO’s Racial Profiling Tactics and the Use of Discretionary Power**

\textsuperscript{71} See generally Richard Ruelas, *Arpaio stays silent on real ICE Plan*, The Arizona Rep., March 2, 2007, at B10; see also Casey Newton, *Critics say crackdowns amount to racial-profiling*, The Arizona Rep., April 5, 2008, at A1 (Here, Dan Pochoda, Legal Director of ACLU of Arizona, states “Arpaio’s use of a volunteer posse in his immigration crackdowns goes beyond the scope of the scope of his 287(g) agreement with Immigration and Customs Enforcement.


\textsuperscript{73} See News Release, U.S. Immigration and Customs Enforcement, ICE Reports Records Number of Deportations in Arizona 2008 Removals Increase by More than 5,500 over Similar Period in 2007 (July 21, 2008) available at http://www.ice.gov/news/releases/0807/080721phoenix.html (The Phoenix Office of Detention and Removal Operations (DRO) field director, Katrina S. Kane, claimed that “One of ICE’s top enforcement priorities is to improve public safety in Arizona communities. . . By focusing our resources on programs that identify criminal aliens for removal from the United States, we are succeeding in our mission to keep foreign-born criminals off the streets in Arizona”).


\textsuperscript{76} See also CLINT BOLICK, MISSION UNACOMPLISHED: THE MISPLACED PRIORITIES OF THE MARICOPA COUNTY SHERIFF’S OFFICE (Goldwater Institute, No. 229, Dec. 2, 2009), available at http://www.goldwaterinstitute.org/Common/Img/Mission%20Unaccomplished.pdf (conservative think tank also critical of Arpaio’s waste of resources in sweeps).
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Even before Sheriff Arpaio’s participation in immigration raids, racial profiling had been identified as a problem in Arizona. In a 2004 study published and presented in *Arnold v. Arizona*, Arizona Department of Public Safety (“DPS”) researchers concluded, “Hispanics and African Americans are consistently being stopped by DPS officers at rates disproportionately greater than their representation within the violator population; and, white, non-Hispanics are consistently being stopped at rates disproportionately less than their representation within the violator population. These differences are statistically significant and fit the Supreme Court’s definition of the presence of racial and ethnic discrimination.” Similarly, a recent report commissioned by the ACLU of Arizona found that along with racial profiling, persons of color were more likely to be detained for longer periods of time, ticketed instead of given a warning, searched, and frisked. The ACLU study found that “African Americans, Hispanics and Native Americans were searched more frequently than whites and that these search rates are not justified by the rates of contraband seizures. Additionally, African Americans, Hispanics and Middle Easterners were detained for longer periods of time when stopped by DPS officers.” In 2008, the University of Cincinnati Policing Institute conducted a study of traffic stop data for Arizona DPS. The data uncovered from that study suggests that police use racial profiling and an abusive level of discretion in stopping drivers who appear to be of Mexican ancestry. They found that “Hispanic drivers were significantly more likely than other racial/ethnic groups to be issued citations for violations related to drivers’ licenses, seat belts/child restraints, required safety equipment, and insurance.” Minor violations, such as lacking a driver’s license or insurance are hardly likely to be visible prior to a stop. The finding that Latinos are “more likely than other racial/ethnic groups to be asked for consent to search, and significantly less likely than members of other racial/ethnic groups to refuse consent to search” strongly suggests that Latinos recognize their subordinate citizenship rights.

The use of minor traffic violations to cover the racial profiling occurring in MCSO’s immigration raids is gaining more attention from the growing number of lawsuits being filed against Sheriff Arpaio and his office. Of course, lawsuits are not new to the Sheriff. “Between 2004 and 2007, 2700 lawsuits were filed against Sheriff Joe Arpaio in Federal and County Courts” because of the state of his prison facilities. This is estimated to be “50 times the number of New York, Los Angeles, Chicago and Houston [prison systems] combined.” Civil rights violations arising from MCSO’s raids, referred to
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“crime suppression sweeps” have resulted in lawsuits too. A class action lawsuit filed by several civil rights groups against MCSO identifies uses of the 287(g) agreements that go beyond the law and points to numerous abuses resulting from racial profiling. The civil rights groups in the case identify a wide-range of practices used in MCSO raids conducted between 2007 and 2008 that violate the conditions established by the contract with ICE. The groups allege that MCSO’s “us[e] [of] pretextual and unfounded stops, racially motivated questions, searches and other mistreatment, and often baseless arrests” of Latinos resulted from “the abuse of unchecked discretion” Sheriff Arpaio gives MCSO deputies and members of the posse. The practices used in the treatment of several of the individual plaintiffs in the lawsuit exemplify MCSO officers’ discretionary stops for traffic violations, such as tinted dark windows and improper change of lanes. The actions of MCSO alleged in these cases are representative of the many incidents documented by Immigrants Without Borders and Somos America. Both these immigrant-rights coalitions send members to cruise the streets with video cameras and keep detailed information on deputies’ encounters.

Plaintiff, Mr. Manuel de Jesus Ortega Melendres encountered MCSO officers as a passenger, rather than a driver, during a sweep on September 26, 2007. Officers told the White driver he was stopped for speeding but was not given a citation. Mr. Ortega however, was asked for identification. After showing his U.S. visa, his Mexican Federal Voter Registration, and a stamped permit valid until November 2007, issued by the U.S. Department of Homeland Security, Mr. Ortega was ordered to get out of the vehicle. He was submitted to excessive force and unprofessional behavior as he was patted down and handcuffed. During his four hour detention in jail, he was not read his Miranda rights, given the opportunity to make a phone call, told why he was being detained or provided a Spanish-language translator. Later he was taken to the local ICE office where his handcuffs were finally removed. After a total of nine hours without water or food, the ICE official reviewed Mr. Ortega’s identification documents, and he was released without any paper trail other than a case number. At no time was Mr. Ortega read his Miranda rights, informed of any charges, or given any information about the reason for the arrest.

Similarly, Velia Meraz and Manuel Nieto encountered MCSO as they pulled into the local Quick Stop near their family business; Manuel’s Auto Repair. MCSO had two
Latino-looking men in handcuffs and yelled at Mr. Nieto to leave immediately.\textsuperscript{102} Ms. Meraz asked why and claimed that all she was doing was singing along with the Spanish radio station.\textsuperscript{103} Before leaving Quick Stop, Mr. Nieto asked for the officer’s badge number.\textsuperscript{104} The officer responded to the question by using his radio to call for more officers.\textsuperscript{105} Mr. Nieto left the area and proceeded to return home.\textsuperscript{106} While driving home, Mr. Nieto was followed by a motorcycle officer and three sheriffs’ vehicles.\textsuperscript{107} When Mr. Nieto was told to pull over, he called “911 and reported being harassed by Sheriff’s officers for no apparent reason.”\textsuperscript{108} He drove into his family business and was immediately confronted by officers raising their weapons and blocking the area off.\textsuperscript{109} Mr. Nieto was pulled from the car and thrown against the car and handcuffed.\textsuperscript{110} Mr. Nieto’s father came out of the business and told the officers “that Mr. Nieto and Ms. Meraz were his children and they all were U.S. citizens.”\textsuperscript{111} The officers lowered their weapons and the handcuffs were taken off Mr. Nieto.\textsuperscript{112} The officers checked Mr. Nieto’s identification and, not finding any outstanding warrants or other violations, left the scene without answering Mr. Nieto’s question about why they were initially stopped.\textsuperscript{113} The officers departed without giving an explanation for their action or an apology.

**GUADALUPE: AN EXAMPLE OF ABUSED DISCRETION**

When MCSO began conducting immigration raids under the 287(g) agreement in 2006, racial profiling moved from the major state highways to the neighborhoods and community streets of Maricopa County. Sheriff Arpaio’s raids profiled low-wage workers of Mexican ancestry. MCSO’s raid in the town of Guadalupe, Arizona, offers numerous examples of the discretionary use of racial profiling under the guise of “crime suppression sweeps.”\textsuperscript{114} This classification of police operation is specifically designed for arresting criminals residing in the U.S.\textsuperscript{115} However, the actual tactics used and the number of criminals arrested does not support the claim that the operation was a “crime suppression sweep.”\textsuperscript{116}

Guadalupe is a small town located between Tempe and Phoenix, Arizona that consists
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\textsuperscript{115} See U.S. IMMIGRATION AND CUSTOM ENFORCEMENT, supra note 10.

of one square mile and is home to about 5,500.\textsuperscript{117} Guadalupe was founded by Yaqui Indians around the turn of the twentieth century.\textsuperscript{118} The Yaquis, having ancestral roots in Mexico, have regularly intermarried with Mexican immigrants and Mexican Americans over the years. MCSO conducted their two-day raid in Guadalupe with 200 deputies and members of Arpaio’s posse on April 3 and 4, 2008.\textsuperscript{119} Without gaining permission, Sheriff Arpaio initially established his Command Center with a fleet of Ford Econoline vans at the Family Dollar store parking lot.\textsuperscript{120} On the second day, Arpaio moved his command center to the MCSO substation in Mesa.\textsuperscript{121} As helicopters circled a two miles radius over the little town, Sheriff’s deputies and posse members appeared in helmets on horseback, while other armed deputies flooded the streets in patrol cars, unmarked SUVs, sedans, and motorcycles.\textsuperscript{122} In some cases, deputies and posse members stopped residents as they drove or walked.\textsuperscript{123} Some residents reported being chased as they ran to their homes for refuge.\textsuperscript{124} The raid impacted the confirmation ceremonies scheduled at Our Lady of Guadalupe Catholic Church.\textsuperscript{125} The police action was characterized as stopping anyone with brown skin and terrorizing the community.\textsuperscript{126}

From the very beginning of the two-day raid in the town of Guadalupe, MCSO was met with resistance. Activists from numerous civil and human rights groups protested the raids and documented abuses.\textsuperscript{127} MCSO’s use of discretionary power in racially profiling brown-skinned drivers and walkers was evident from newspaper accounts.\textsuperscript{128} Residents who protested the raids were targeted for special surveillance.\textsuperscript{129} Copwatch\textsuperscript{130} volunteers
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reported that drivers were stopped for minor traffic violations, such as broken taillights, cracked windshields, improper use of a car horn, a dim license plate light, and failure to signal. 131 Others reported being stopped for children bouncing in the back seat of the car when, in fact, no children were present. 132 Resident accounts made it clear that racial profiling was being used, that the purpose of the raid was about immigration, not crime, and that they felt scared and harassed. Mayor Rebecca Jimenez confronted Sheriff Arpaio about the inaccuracy of his claim that the town’s officials requested the raid. 133 The Mayor also publically demanded that Arpaio cease the operation and criticized his use of racial profiling. 134 In retaliation, Arpaio threatened the Mayor that she had ninety days to find services of another police force and promised to return the following day in full force. Like other small towns, Guadalupe cannot afford its own police force and pays MCSO $1.2 million a year for police protection. 135 However, many residents feel that the raid was another publicity stunt and expressed concern that the town does not receive the police services that it pays for. 136

Incidents reported from the immigration raid in Guadalupe and in the various lawsuits are consistent with practices in immigration law enforcement that place “Mexican Americans at risk: (1) discretionary stops based on ethnicity and class; (2) use of intimidation and other forms to demean and subordinate persons stopped; (3) restricting the freedom of movement of Mexicans but not others in the same vicinity; (4) reinforced stereotypes of Mexican as ‘alien,’ ‘foreign,’ inferior and criminal; and (5) limited access to fair and impartial treatment before the law.” 137 Equal protection is non-existent in a climate of fear of the police that is created by the reign of terror created by the militarized approach to traffic violations, which approaches brown-skinned persons as potentially

130. PHOENIX COPWATCH [http://www.phoenixcopwatch.org/index.html](http://www.phoenixcopwatch.org/index.html) (last visited April 24, 2011). Copwatch is a national program that documents the misuse of power, especially excessive use of police force. The local chapter, Phoenix Copwatch “is a grassroots volunteer organization that works to end police brutality in the Phoenix, Arizona area. We believe that one of the best ways to prevent police abuse is by directly observing the cops in action.”
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criminal.\(^{138}\)

The use of racial profiling, intimidation, and the potential for excessive force apparent in the micro and macro-aggressions embedded in MCSO’s implementation of their 287(g) contract reinforces the full citizenship rights for Whites and limited rights for non-Whites. Submission to micro and macro-aggressions that are sanctioned by the State result in fear of terrorization by the law and a population that is less likely to file complaints of civil rights violations. Residents who feel humiliated and violated by state-sanctioned police action experience a subordinated citizenship and unequal treatment before the law.\(^{139}\) These individuals are less likely to insist on their right not to have their vehicle or persons searched without a warrant and thus require that officers state probable cause before engaging in a fishing expedition to search for evidence.\(^{140}\) The selective stopping of persons of Mexican ancestry restricts freedom of movement without proof of citizenship and has apartheid-like characteristics and consequences. The range of discretionary and discriminatory practices used by MCSO’s officers do fit Georges-Abeyie’s construct of petit-apartheid. Encouraging all citizens to engage in racial profiling by setting up “hotline” to the sheriff’s office to report “illegal immigrants and trafficking” forges the analogy of U.S. citizenship with whiteness and strengthens images of immigrants as criminals and dark-skinned Latinos as “alien,” “foreign” and ‘inferior.” Maintaining that the immigration raids are “crime suppression sweeps” that are operations in the pursuit of investigations of violent crimes, human smuggling, gang/organized crime activity, sexual-related offenses, narcotics smuggling and money laundering” adds to the stereotyping of Latinos as unworthy of U.S. citizenship. Furthermore, the more support Sheriff Arpaio receives from hate-groups, such as the Motorcycle Group and the American Freedom Riders, the more legitimacy white supremacy groups have in their racial attacks against immigrants.\(^{141}\)

**UNEQUAL CITIZENSHIP & RACIAL PROFILING**

As presented in the cases in the previous section, racial profiling accompanies the
use of other discretionary powers that many police agencies have actively tried to eliminate over the last decade. Many police chiefs have argued for the continued division of labor between local police and immigration law enforcement. The most frequently cited costs related to state and local law enforcement of immigration laws are: (1) reduced trust and cooperation in immigrant communities; (2) increased victimization and exploitation of undocumented immigrants; (3) police misconduct; (4) large financial costs of immigration enforcement diverts resources from traditional law enforcement activities; (5) complexity of federal immigration law and difficulty in verifying immigration status; (6) racial profiling and other civil litigation costs; and (7) immigrants fearful of accessing municipal services. Given the number of lawsuits and controversy over the use of racial profiling, the continuation of this law enforcement practice is shocking considering the strong evidence that policing is more likely to be hindered than enhanced by using racial profiling.

“Rather than dividing populations of color into immigrants and citizens, concepts such as racial profiling emphasize connections between the treatment of all racially stereotyped groups and recognize citizenship status is a social construct.” Unequal citizenship and treatment under the law between Latinos and other citizens and immigrants is not an acceptable collateral damage. Racial profiling both violates the Fourteenth Amendment and assures that Latinos and other immigrants and citizens of color are not granted equal protection of the law. Discriminatory treatment of persons based on their race, color and ethnicity submit individuals to public humiliation and places them in the harm’s way of law enforcement. Discretionary treatment in the justice system of citizens and residents of color blurs the relationship between citizenship status and benefits and contributes to lessening “a common national identity” and “sense of obligation to the state.” When every citizen is no longer assured membership in a national political community recognized by state officials, then security and protection are no longer guaranteed. Treating race the same as citizenship status, moves the U.S. away from citizenship as civic and back to primordial. Such action only increases racial tension, ethnic and religious divisions and moves Arizona further away from a democratic society. Such action increases racial, ethnic and religious tension, by which Arizona moves further away from a democratic society.
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